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Skip to content Shop Authors Music Publishing Recordings Resources A SAMUEL FRENCH, LTD. TITLE The framework of this spine tingler is unusual: a lawyer hires an actor to tutor him in recounting to family and friends a story that has long troubled him concerning events that transpired when he attended the funeral of an elderly recluse. There
he caught sight of the woman in black, the mere mention of whom terrifies the locals, for she is a specter who haunts the neighborhood where her illegitimate child was accidentally killed. Anyone who sees her dies! The lawyer has invited some friends to watch as he and the actor recreate the events of that dark and stormy night. A classic of the
genre. "A real theatrical spine chiller...A truly nerve shredding experience." - The Daily Mail"Provides a pleasurable ripple of fear down one's spine and an uncomfortable lurch in the pit of one's stomach." - Time Out New York 9am - 6pm ET, Mon - Fri Toll Free: (866) 979-0447 Join the Mailing List [email protected] Toll Free: (866) 979-0447 Email Us
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35 are not shown in this preview. No, this is not a mistake. Yes, of course, The Woman in Black is a superb ghost story by Susan Hill. This is a review of the almost equally famous stage play, which Stephen Mallatratt has adapted from Susan Hill's novella. It is an adaptation which qualifies as a reworking, with startlingly effective staging. If, for you, a
story of terror is not a story of the slasher variety, but one where the fear and suspense is built up in your own mind - your own imagination - you will enjoy this play just No, this is not a mistake. Yes, of course, The Woman in Black is a superb ghost story by Susan Hill. This is a review of the almost equally famous stage play, which Stephen Mallatratt
has adapted from Susan Hill's novella. It is an adaptation which qualifies as a reworking, with startlingly effective staging. If, for you, a story of terror is not a story of the slasher variety, but one where the fear and suspense is built up in your own mind - your own imagination - you will enjoy this play just as countless others have. Apparently over 7
million theatregoers have seen the play, which has been translated into at least 12 languages and is constantly on tour world-wide. Stephen Mallatratt's play of The Woman in Black started off modestly, as a low budget production for the new 1987 Christmas play, in Scarborough, the home town of the novel's author, Susan Hill. The production was so
successful that it transferred to London's West End two years later in January 1989. This original production has been live on stage in the West End of London for over 25 years, and also on tour in Britain. It is currently the second longest-running play in the history of the West End, after Agatha Christie's "The Mousetrap". The Woman in Black from
1983, was written by Susan Hill as a straightforward Gothic novel. Susan Hill writes very widely across several genres, but says of her influences that she has always loved, "everything with atmosphere and a sense of place".This comes through very strongly in The Woman in Black, and also in her other ghost stories, which have virtually become an
annual tradition from this author. The plot of The Woman in Black centres on a mysterious ghostly spectre, dressed in black, who haunts a small English town. Whenever the spectre is seen, (view spoiler)[it is inevitably followed by the death or deaths of local young children. (hide spoiler)]The viewpoint character in the story is Arthur Kipps, a young
father who has himself been bereaved. But the play employs a clever twist on the tale. Stephen Mallatratt's version shows Arthur Kipps rehearsing with an actor, in an attempt to perform the story to family and friends. Thus the haunting of Eel Marsh House is presented as a play within a play. There are only two members in the cast. One is Arthur
Kipps, but the main protagonist is "The Actor". Masterly use is made of special effects, and also of the audience's own imaginations, which could be said to be the key tool of theatre. In this way, the play could also work surprisingly well on the page. At one point in the play, the actor says,"Imagine if you would, this stage an island, this aisle a
causeway running like a ribbon between the gaunt grey house and the land"thus cleverly manipulating the audience's imaginations, whilst using every device of stage effects and production available to the modern playwright such as lighting, sound effects, and projected superimposed images, to boost up the power of the dialogue. Stephen Mallatratt
worked closely on this play with the director Robin Herford, who had directed all Mallatratt's work at Ayckbourn's theatre in Scarborough. Alan Ayckbourn himself directed Stephen Mallatratt, when he was working as a young actor in Ayckbourn's Scarborough company, before turning to writing. It was a close-knit circle. Three other adaptations
similar in feel to The Woman in Black which Stephen Mallatratt wrote for televison, were "The Turn of the Screw", "Rebecca", and "The Innocents". He left behind a huge body of work when he died at the early age of 57, but The Woman in Black is probably the one which will go down in the history books. Nigel Kneale also wrote a televison
adaptation of The Woman in Black in 1989, and in 2012, a film adaptation starring Daniel Radcliffe was released. I would happily watch all three adaptations again - and of course also reread the novella... But then I'm a sucker for this type of story. “The most brilliantly effective spine-chiller you will ever encounter.”– "The Daily Telegraph" “The
gripping production is a brilliantly successful study in atmosphere, illusion and controlled horror. One of British theatre's biggest – and scariest – hits.”– "The Guardian" ...more As a direct contrast to last month’s Unheralded Scene from FALLEN, this month we look at a scene that’s completely without on-screen dialogue. The opening scene of Jane
Goldman’s 2012 adaptation of THE WOMAN IN BLACK is an object lesson in creating both an opening scene and a horror scene. Although it doesn’t feature the film’s protagonist – and barely features the film’s antagonist either – it perfectly achieves its aims. In its ninety seconds, the scene hits multiple targets and sets-up some more. Dreams/The
unconscious The scene is conceived and shot with a dream-like style – pulling us into the unconscious, which is where horror dwells. Childhood Like dreams and the unconscious, childhood is liminal. And the liminal is the world of the ghost and the monster. The scene could have been written as three sets of parents enjoying a grown-up picnic on the
grass while their children play inside. Surely the shock value would have been the same? Well perhaps, but starting with children not only firmly underlines that it’s children that are at risk from the story’s monster, it also creates a tone of liminality, thereby pulling us into the story and its genre: supernatural horror. The Woman in Black - Movie Clip Opening Scene: Tea Party Show Don’t Tell/Shock The scene is almost entirely visual. The final cry from outside jolts us from the dream-like style of the scene – underscoring that real girls have died. Set-Up The scene sets-up the period, the milieu, genre and sub-genre, the tone and the antagonist. Think beyond story/think beyond production Whether
intentional or not, this scene is perfect for marketing. Suspense Will the girls jump? (Unconsciously we know they will – after all, we’re watching a horror movie). Intrigue Why are these girls behaving oddly? Why have they jumped to their deaths? “Wrongness” / “Creepiness” Although they would be cute in a comedy or drama (or in real life), the tea
party’s mismatched dolls here take on a foreboding creepiness. Even before the jump, the girls step on and crush their toys – a china teapot, a doll’s head. Again, this is just plain wrong. Children – especially girls – love their toys and would never intentionally break them. It’s absolutely clear: something very wrong and very creepy is going on here.
Establish genre-specific tone/sub-genre Within this scene, ‘The Uncanny’ resolves into ‘The Supernatural’. Outside the story’s cultural context, for most of the scene’s duration we don’t know exactly what is causing the girls to act. Is it some kind of psychological hysteria? Then we see the Woman – rather than only the girls seeing her. It’s absolutely
clear now – she’s real, not simply the emanation of “over-active” or troubled imaginations. Keep your powder dry The Woman in Black controls the entire scene, but all we see of her is the edge of her veiled head. Threes/Foreshadowing Three is a naturally uncanny number. There are no naturally-occurring threes in human physiology. It’s an odd
number (pun intended). Much odder than five, which is deeply embedded in our psyche as a sign of order (we count to five on our fingers etc.) It’s no coincidence that both religion and mysticism are full of “threes.” The core “three” of human experience is mother, father, child – and there’s something deeply uncanny, mysterious and unfathomable
about birth, even when one understands the biology. Furthermore, the family of three in this telling of the story is already shattered (Kipps’s wife died in childbirth), is then broken again (Kipps deserts his son because he cannot deal with his grief), ultimately being reunited in death (all three together again as spirits). “Prior evil” The phrase coined by
FRIDAY THE 13TH screenwriter Victor Miller which perfectly sums-up one of the core tropes of horror: the distinct flavour of dramatic irony that is unique to the genre. This scene shows us that “prior evil” without explaining it. We now know what the as-yet unseen protagonist is up against: an antagonist with the power to make children kill
themselves. Their parents can’t protect them. She’s most likely done this before and she’ll definitely do this again. In blunt plot terms, the death of the story’s key child (Kipps’s son) is foreshadowed in this scene (again, the diffuse dramatic irony tells us that a child protagonist – or more likely the protagonist’s child – will die). Irrespective of genre,
how does the opening scene of your current screenplay measure-up? How many check-boxes does it tick? Remember that you need to grab the reader from the very first page… – What did you think of this article? Share It, Like It, give it a rating, and let us know your thoughts in the comments box further down… – Struggling with a screenplay or
book? Story analysis is what we do, all day, everyday… check out our range of services for writers & filmmakers here.
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